Abstract. in the research of jitter prevention technology of large mechanical control process, with the current algorithm to prevent jitter, the circuit cannot achieve a desired steady state in an instant, and of poor stability. For this, a jitter prevention method of large mechanical control process based on improved simulated annealing algorithm is proposed, simulated annealing algorithm is utilized to determine the initial state of the jitter, and calculate the increment of evaluation function and corresponding function, fusing with singular perturbation method to decompose the system into two subsystems of slow and fast changing, and singularly perturbed model are formed separately. For the slow changing subsystem, a simulated annealing algorithm of strong robustness is adopted to prevent jitter, while the fast changing subsystem employs linear quadratic optimal controller based on reduced order state observer, effectively prevent jitter in the process of large mechanical control. Simulation results show that jitter prevention method of large mechanical control process based on the improved simulated annealing algorithm have high efficiency, strong robustness.
Introduction
With the continuous improvement of the construction level, large-scale machinery equipment is applied widespread in machinery, chemical industry, metallurgy, building materials and other industrial sectors 1.2. But space environment of large mechanical equipment is particular, when machinery is in control, elastic jitter will happen between two contacts, so as to produce interference pulse to damage the service life of large machinery seriously 3.4.5. Jitter prevention technology is an effective way to solve this problem, and attracts attention from a lot of experts and scholars 6. At present, the commonly used jitter prevention algorithm mainly includes fuzzy algorithm, particle swarm algorithm and genetic algorithm. But by using the algorithm to prevent large machinery jitter, the circuit cannot achieve a desired steady state in an instant, the stability is poor.
Aiming at the above problems, a jitter prevention method of large mechanical control process based on improved simulated annealing algorithm is proposed. Simulation results show that jitter prevention method of large mechanical control process based on the improved simulated annealing algorithm have high efficiency, strong robustness.
Jitter prevention principle of large mechanical control process
Assuming in working process of large scale mechanical jitter preventing circuit, the initial state of large mechanical control set at contact m , the input signal is 0 R = , 1, S = the basic RS flip-flop function shows, at this time the circuit function is set to 0. When the total output Q is 0, control is off. The control process is divided into three stages from fault to conduction:
Firstly, when control left the contact m and has not yet reached the contact n , the circuit input
The basic RS flip-flop function shows, at this time the circuit functions is maintain, and the total output state does not change,. When the Q terminal is kept at 0, control remains disconnected.
Secondly, when control reach the contact point N , the circuit input signal changes into 1 R = , 0 S = . The basic RS flip-flop function shows, at this time the function of the circuit is set as 1,
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Thirdly, when control reached the contact point n , small jitter is produced in a short time, which caused connection and off with the n point many times. The input signal of flip-flop switch between R , S , which means between 1, 0 and 1, 1 fast, so as to become the burr phenomena on the waveform. But this change of input signal does not affect the state of output, the basic RS flip-flop function shows, function of large mechanical circuit is switched between arranged 1 and maintain. So the total output 1 Q = status will not change, that is, the switch is always in the conducting state.
3 Jitter prevention optimization method principle of large mechanical control process
Determination of the initial state and calculation of its evaluation function
Firstly, during jitter prevention optimization process, the initial state of jitter is confirmed with the simulated annealing algorithm, and the increment of evaluation function and corresponding function are calculated. The steps are as follows:
The different arrangement modes of elements in generating jitter state is corresponding to different conditions, the following evaluation function is chosen to distinguish different state of the jitter:
Wherein, E represents the evaluation function, i represents a position value at the specified state, i p represents the position of value less than i at specified state, i q represents the position of value less than i at specified state, 
The location of value less than i under the condition i p , can be calculated according to the evaluation function 0 E as follows:
The evaluation function part of jitter state influenced by point 1 v can be calculated as follows: 
, then the above formula is not greater than ( )
 , the worst case is =0 ν , the calculation amount is:
The evaluation function part of the state influenced by point 1 v can be calculated as follows: 
Accordingly, computation quantity of E ∆ (measured by the quantity of computed distance) is:
According to Metropolis criterion, the increment of corresponding function is calculated by the formula:
Among them, f + ∆ is average increment of target function, x is the initial acceptance rate of new solution, which should be close to 1, the empirical value is between 0.85~0.95.
The realization of jitter prevention optimization method of large mechanical control process
The following formula can be utilized to build singular perturbation model of jitter prevention system of large mechanical control process:
The inverse matrix is: 
The proportional factor of singular perturbation is { } Based on the Lyapunov stability theorem, the jitter state of slow changing subsystem converges from any initial jitter state in the control process, which can be expressed by the formula:
Based on the above formula, the coefficient ∈ of sigh function control item ( ) sgn s ∈ has great relationship with time to achieve the control process and degree of jitter. In order to effectively reduce the jitter and ensure the system has fast response, the controller composed of 3 single input, single output simulated annealing control system was introduced to the control system to weigh the value of coefficient ∈ .
For the fast changing subsystem, because
A B is completely controllable, the optimal control theory can be utilized, the following formula is employed to construct optimal control performance index function:
Then, optimal control laws of the fast changing subsystem can be designed as:
If the control torque 
The LQR control law of fast changing subsystem based on the state observer:
Experiment and simulation
In order to prove the validity of the improved simulated annealing algorithm, an experiment is needed. On the Matlab/Simulink platform, the optimization simulation platform was built. Respectively with traditional algorithm and improved algorithm to conduct jitter prevention simulation experiment of large scale mechanical control process, the jitter is random in the control process. The effect of jitter prevention is shown in Figure 1 （A）Left sensor (B) Right sensor (C) Central position sensor Fig. 1 the control effect of different methods As you can see from Figure 1 , for the slow changing subsystem, a simulated annealing algorithm of strong robustness is adopted to prevent jitter, while the fast changing subsystem employs linear quadratic optimal controller based on reduced order state observer, effectively prevent jitter in the process of large mechanical control, with strong robustness.
Conclusions
In this paper, a jitter prevention method of large mechanical control process based on improved simulated annealing algorithm is proposed, simulated annealing algorithm is utilized to determine the initial state of the jitter, and calculate the increment of evaluation function and corresponding function, fusing with singular perturbation method to decompose the system into two subsystems of slow and fast changing, and singularly perturbed model are formed separately. For the slow changing subsystem, a simulated annealing algorithm of strong robustness is adopted to prevent jitter, while the fast changing subsystem employs linear quadratic optimal controller based on reduced order state observer, effectively prevent jitter in the process of large mechanical control. Simulation results show that jitter prevention method of large mechanical control process based on the improved simulated annealing algorithm have high efficiency, strong robustness.
